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Summary 
 
Marine gravity data acquisition and interpolation 
methods are undergoing a resurgence of interest 
spurred by continued improved understanding of 
passive and active tectonic margin settings. The data 
and modelling are concerned with the interaction of 
mantel heat flow, and a broader framework is now 
available for understanding the context of where and 
why sedimentary basins form.  
 
Introduction 
 
Early stage exploration activity is most economically 
achieved by conducting marine gravity surveys. The 
benefit of acquiring gravity on sparse 2D lines is that 
realistic estimates of the regional density variations 
can be made by interpolation – And yet, many 
continental margins around the world remain without 
the necessary gravity survey data that would provide 
the primary method for finding and characterizing 
sedimentary basins. Some exceptions are of course 
available (Hackney et. al, 2009).  
 
In unconventional geological settings, gravity is also 
enjoying a resurgence of interest as part of the cycle 
of building better velocity models to improve the 
structural geology interpretation. 
 
Acquisition and data reduction 
 
Historically the most dominant marine gravity survey 
instruments derive from the original La Coste design, 
involving the zero-length spring. This is designed to 
sense wavelengths as short as 3 kms. The latest 
version, which adopts the benefits of digital 
electronics, is the MGS-6. Recent developments in 
gravity instrumentation systems and software 
applications wizards allow acquisition teams to 
produce progressive Free Air gravity maps, even at 
sea for QA/QC purposes.  

Grid merging 
 
When there are several overlapping surveys of 
various vintages, a best fit merge and levelling effort 
is typically warranted. In cases such as off-shore 
Norway, or the continental margin of Australia, one 
hundred plus separate gravity surveys of varying 
quality have been acquired in time. These surveys 
need to be re-adjusted in the light of further newer 
and higher precision gravity surveys. This process 
typically requires a progressive build up, using the 
more reliable modern surveys as a basis for adjusting 
the older, least reliable surveys (Figure 1). In deeper 
water, estimates of offshore gravity, derived from 
satellite altimeter data, can usefully supply the long-
wavelength base trends. 
 

 
 
Figure 1. Merged on-shore Free Air gravity and off-shore gravity 
map, together with ship track data.  
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Bathymetry corrections 
 
Next, a marine bathymetry correction can follow. To 
attract attention to a “frontier” margin play, a marine 
gravity map showing the highest level of detail is 
critical. This involves providing the Bouguer 
adjustment, which corrects for varying water depths. 
This marine bathymetry correction is the most 
important step, prior to any detailed interpretation. 
The marine sediment is often found to have a density 
of around 2 g/cc or less for this correction. A 
bathymetry grid is essential and should be sampled at 
least 4 times the spatial resolution of the gravity.. 
This is due to the variations in short wave length 
gravity caused by active/passive tectonics, tidal 
loadings, and tilts (Figure 2).  
 

 
 
Figure 2. An isostatically corrected Bouguer anomaly map, 
leading to improved pre-competitive regional understanding. 

 
Case Study – South-eastern Australia 
 
In the period from 1999 to 2004 the Otway Basin, 
Great Australian Bight, and Gippsland Basin, all 
underwent new marine gravity surveys (Figure 1). 
This was followed by an effort to create 
comprehensive maps of the margins, and has resulted 
in new and expanded oil and gas production from 
areas that were previously under-explored. 

 
Summary processing workflow 
 

1. Cross-over levelling of the ship track data 
2. Statistical measure of effectiveness of 

levelling 
Typical measures are: 
– Mean Absolute Misclosure 
– Mean Absolute Deviation 
– Standard Deviation 
– Crossover datasets output by the marine 

levelling tool  
– Statistics are found by using the Histogram 

tool on the required channel.  
3. Compute simple Bouguer from levelled 

FreeAir 
– Accounts for density difference which occur 

at sea-floor boundary 
– Density of sea-water 1.027 g/cc 
– Density of marine sediments 2.20 g/cc 

4. Compute terrain correction 
– Use reprocessed bathymetry data for depths 

5. Add terrain correction to Bouguer to create 
terrain-corrected Bouguer anomaly 

6. Variable density gridding was used, which 
uses multiple passes of gridding, starting 
with coarse cell size and finishing with 
500m cell size 

7. Final product – Grid of Terrain corrected 
Bouguer Gravity (Figure 2) 

 
Pre-competitive surveying 
 
Many continental margins have poorly surveyed 
gravity field maps. New instrumentation systems 
allow for an easy upgrade of knowledge over a period 
of one to three years. The satellite derived gravity 
data in this particular region, is often quite miss-
leading for the purpose of deducing detailed 
geological mapping.  This is due to the variations in 
short wave length gravity caused by active/passive 
tectonics, tidal loadings, and tilts. The only really 
satisfactory method is an observation of the gravity 
field by an instrument that is designed to sense 
wavelengths as short as 3 kms.  
 
Even in mature margins, due to the evolution of 
geological knowledge, a rework of the regional data 
around existing producing fields also included the 
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acquisition of new gravity and a re-processing of 
older data, to aid the hunt for new opportunities.  
 
Commercial outcomes 
 
There in not always a direct link from gravity 
mapping to targeting successful wells. Gravity is 
good at showing the structural geology elements, 
provided there are faulting and density contrasts 
across the various geological units. These days, a 
detailed 3D seismic survey is often designed based 
upon the basin geometry that is gravity-defined.  
 
Ten years after the south-eastern Australian gravity 
compilation study above, there are significant new 
offshore production outcomes in 3 of the basins 
delimited by this compilation. 
 
Conclusion 
 
The continued acquisition of high-quality marine 
gravity remains a priority in defining basins in a 
continental margin setting. This activity almost 
always leads to a serious detailed exploration study 
of any identified basins. 
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